Warsaw, 19th December 2018

Promotions at Griffin Real Estate

Griffin Real Estate, a leading real estate investment manager in Poland with over
EUR5 billion of real estate assets under management, has announced significant
promotions. Piotr Fijołek, a Partner Investments, was promoted to a Senior Partner;
Marek Obuchowicz – Senior Vice President-Investments – became a Partner, while
Associate-Investments Jan Trybulski and Łukasz Toczek were promoted to Vice
President positions.
“The promotions were the way to appreciate the hard work of all the colleagues,” said
Maciej Dyjas, managing partner at Griffin Real Estate. “They were the ones who played a
crucial role in the company’s recent successes, namely a takeover of a retail portfolio from
Apollo Rida, setting up the European Logistics Investments and launching – together with
Echo Investment – rental housing platform Resi4Rent.”
Piotr Fijołek is an experienced manager specializing in acquisitions and project
management. He was responsible for many Griffin Real Estate flagship projects, such as an
acquisition of a retail portfolio from Apollo Rida, properties Jupiter, Renoma, Supersam,
Serek Wolski or Ruch‘s real estate portfolio. While working for Griffin Real Estate, he closed
more than 100 deals with the total value of over 2.5 billion euro. He is a graduate of the
Warsaw School of Economics.
Marek Obuchowicz – a specialist in investment and corporate finance, with a special
emphasis on real estate sector. Worked for Kulczyk Investments and PWC. A graduate of
London School of Economics and the University of London.
Jan Trybulski is an economist specializing in management and finance as well as a
Certified Financial Advisor. He gained his experience while working for Getin Noble Bank in
Warsaw as well as in consulting. A graduate of BI Norwegian Business School in Oslo.
Łukasz Toczek is a specialist in financial modeling and analysis. Worked for Ernst &
Young and PZU TFI SA. Studied at Warsaw University and Aarhus University in Denmark.

Griffin Real Estate is the leading investment manager with the single largest real estate
portfolio in the CEE market based on eight investment platforms, with assets under
management valued at about EUR 5 billion. Its strategic partners are funds managed by
Oaktree Capital Management, L.P., funds managed by Pacific Investment Management
Company, LLC and Redefine Properties from South Africa.

